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Benchmarks for Marine Motion Planning

Background

Autonomous vessels is a research area enjoying increasing importance. Innovations from this
�eld will make the oceans safer both for the crew and the environment and reduce pollution.
Although there are much less tra�c accidents on water than on roads, the consequences
of a ship accident are often more severe as the case of Costa Concordia or the accidents
of oil tankers showed. Motion planning between waypoints is a major tasks for developing
autonomous ships. The approaches to implement motion planning for vessels vary from regular
control theory [1] to machine learning approaches [2].

Concept of autonomous container ship
Source: Rolls-Royce

In order to compare several motion-planning approaches, benchmarks have to be created.
With benchmarks, quantitative comparisons of approaches, which were build upon di�erent
speci�cations regarding comfort, safety, e�ciency or other interests, are possible. In addition,
these benchmarks would point out advantages and disadvantages of di�erent approaches
more clearly for di�erent types of marine tra�c scenarios.

Description

The goal of this thesis is to develop and implement a representation for marine tra�c sce-
narios and create benchmarks in the developed representation. The marine tra�c scenario
representation should include di�erent vessel types and other marine obstacles like islands,
wind parks and oil platforms. Further, the map of the scenario should di�erentiate between
land and sea areas and might already include marine tra�c objects. In addition, the envi-
ronmental forces are relevant for motion planning and have to be represented as well. The
benchmark scenarios should be created from publicly available AIS data. Optionally, a sim-
ple motion planner could be implemented for motor vessels in order to generate a motion
planning baseline for the marine tra�c benchmarks generated.

Tasks

• Perform a literature review on marine motion planning

• Familiarize with CommonRoad [3] � a representation for tra�c scenarios

• Develop a representation format for marine scenarios

• Generate example scenarios from AIS data

• Optional: Implement a simple motion planner for vessels
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